Data Protection
Let's toast to Data Protection! We think this is very important and we want you to know about
all the data we collect. Please note that we are not interested in collecting data beyond
donating a toast to the good. Our web app will close on January 2, 2021 because let's have
a toast is designed to be a time-limited movement. In order for letshaveatoast.app to still
technically work, we collect some data. So let us explain how letshaveatoast.app works and
what kind of data is collected.
You must enter a name to start the toasting process. This name does not have to be a real
name. We capture the entered name and broadcast it later on the Lets have a Toast
website. The broadcasted toast is timed and disappears after a few seconds. After that, your
name disappears and will not be captured or shared with third parties. In the second step,
you select an appropriate category to which you would like to donate. Behind each category
there is a non-profit organization, except if you choose the category "The Creators" ( all
information about the non-profit organizations can be found in our Terms and Conditions).
A toast stores an id associated with the organization you are donating to. The id has no
personal data. We need the id to broadcast your toast afterwards, but again, the toast is
temporary and the id is gone afterwards with no data stored.
We do the same in the next step; the toast carries an id of your donation amount, which is
broadcasted for a few seconds on the webapp (the toast is temporary and the id is gone
afterwards with no data stored).
After that, the payment process starts. We have embedded paypal as a payment service. If
you select any donation category except "The Creators", you will be redirected to the paypal
account of the respective non-profit organization. Let's have a toast does not act as a
middleman, so all your donations go directly to the organization without any detours.
Since we include paypal as a payment processor, please note that paypal has its own terms
and conditions and its own privacy policy. You can find them here - we have no influence on
paypal: https://www.paypal.com/de/webapps/mpp/ua/legalhub-full
If you select the category "The Creators", you donate to us, the creators (Yanik, Henrik and
Nils) of Let's Have A Toast, the corresponding donation amount. Since we also use paypal
for this, paypal has its own terms and conditions and its own privacy policy. You can find
them here: https://www.paypal.com/de/webapps/mpp/ua/legalhub-full
We do not use any cookies! Parts of the lets have a toast web app are not tsl encrypted (no
https) and publicly available - this is needed for others to see your toast, plus we do not own
the donation accounts. Your browser provider may collect data about you. If you want to
know which ones, you need to check your browser provider's terms and conditions.
We collect data of the status of the payment process paid/cancelled/pending. We need this
as a prerequisite to broadcast your toast, but we will note save it after you have broadcasted
the toast. Afterwards your Toast is broadcasted. The data is not encrypted and is publicly
available because it is required for others to see your toast.
That's all. If you have any questions about privacy or terms and conditions, don't hesitate to
reach out to us at any time - we'll be happy to help. If you find something we could improve,
your feedback is more than welcome. We toast to your data protection!

Contact
Let’s have a toast
We are Yanik, Henrik and Nils
If you have any questions, you can contact Nils Seele via
E-Mail: nils.seele@gmail.com
Address: Willy-Brandt-Straße 10e, 76275 Ettlingen Germany
We toast to your feedback - cheers!

